
 

 Senior Manager Coke Oven & Blast Furnaces  
As the Senior Manager of our Coke Oven plant and two Blast Furnances, you are 
responsible for the production of Coke, Coke Oven Gas and Hot Metal. It is in these 
processes we start making the world’s most sustainable steel. You will be a key part of 
making this happen. Location Oxelösund. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
About the position 
We are looking for a highly motivated manager who will be responsible for taking SSABs Hot 
Metal production to the next level. Together with your three direct reporting Managers, you 
will work towards stabilizing, increasing and optimizing the delivery within your area of 
responsibility. Your main challenges will be to optimize the production at our Blast Furnaces 
and Coke Oven Plant with the aim to maximize value for the company. Based on analysis of 
the production output and the status of the installations, you will make sure that the right 
improvement work and investments are carried out. While we are looking at a strategic 
transformation to a fossil-free Metallurgical production, there is still much to be done to 
decrease the CO2 footprint from the plant, both through long-term bio-related projects as 
well as through stable production. 

SSAB offers you possibilities to develop through our local and international working 
environment as well as through our Management program. For you who have a positive 
performance and attitude, we encourage internal movement. In Oxelösund you will join a 
talented, ambitious team with a large pool of coke- and ironmaking knowledge. Together 
you will be able to work on delivering SSAB’s strategy.   

What are we looking for? 
Our candidate has successfully served in a manufacturing leadership role, preferably in a 
steelmaking environment. We expect you to have an academic degree in Engineering, 
preferably in Metallurgy or Chemistry. The successful candidate engages well with Executive 
Management as well as Blue Collar staff and you are fluent in Swedish and English. You share 
our core values that everyone is equal and that diversity will take us closer to our goals as a 
company, focusing on sustainability. 
 
 
 
 



You have demonstrated capability to increase performance through continuous 
improvements, have hands-on experience with safety and Lean/six sigma and other key 
operational techniques and processes. You have an analytic mind to help set priorities 
combined with a high level of pragmatism in execution. You are fact-driven with good people 
judgement and you motivate and inspire your co-workers. You can set clear directions, 
follow through and roll—up sleeves when needed.  

We want to give you an opportunity 
To work in an incredible working environment with one of SSABs most interesting and 
challenging processes. In addition you will also be a key participant in the conversion project 
towards fossil free steel making and involved in the Hybrit development. 

Application 
Send your application no later than 14th of January 

For more information, please contact 
Era Kapilashrami, Manager Metallurgy, phone +46 155 254 456 
Kristina Eriksson, HR Partner, phone +46 155 255 297 
 
Information regarding the Unions, phone +46 155 254 000 

We decline contacts from recruitment agencies and ad sellers regarding this advertisement. 

Apply at www.ssab.com/job  
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